MASTER PLAN

Key

1. Setdown: Shared pedestrian and vehicle space with drive in/drive out setdown from Main Drive.
2. Arrival Signage: Sculptural UQ Gatton entry signage and photo opportunity visible upon entry from Main Drive.
3. Flagpoles: Host 5 flags as per UQ guidelines.
4. Ceremonial Lawn: Formal lawn to the front of the N.W. Briton administration building to host graduations and events.
5. Shaded Seating: Breakout concrete with timber edge seating that lines the ceremonial lawn and provides activation of the entry space.
6. Entry Plaza: Paved entry to the administration building.
7. Proposed New Entry
8. UQ Entry Signage: Relocated sandstone entry sign on entry lawn with Avenue backdrop.
9. Hangout Lawns: New irrigated lawns that connect the existing buildings and provide spill out space from the cafe and learning spaces. Lawns cool the heart of the campus.
10. Tauridicus: The iconic sculpture to remain in place at the heart of a new teaching space.
11. Outdoor Study Room: Proposed new structure that provides shade and amenity to outdoor study spaces.
12. Terraced Seating: Concrete terraced seating provides an outdoor teaching amphitheater shaded beneath trees.
14. Library Study Lawn: Breakout lawn with shade trees and picnic tables that provides individual or group study opportunities.
15. Outdoor Study Loggia: Shaded colonnade with a variety of spaced for individual or group study.
16. Events Lawn: Central lawn with adjacent terracing to host university events such as Open Days, markets and social events.
17. Shaded Terraced Seating: Concrete and lawn terracing with trees to create a shaded place to relax, study and gather.
18. Existing Library Breakout Space: Entry loggia and shaded study spaces tie in with new shade structure.
19. Ramped Access
20. Formalised Additional Parking Opportunities: New carpark with 7 spaces and 1 PWD accessible spot.